
Maths Challenge 
The focus of this maths challenge is addition and subtraction 
using money. 
 

Maths Challenge Success Criteria (S.C.):  
I can count the total amount of money made by one type of coin 
I can count the total amount of money made by different coins 
I can estimate how much change will be given after a purchase 
 

Please can you encourage or help your child to carry out some 
challenges like the examples below to practice their money 
skills...To help your child practise addition and subtraction with  
money you could:- 
 

 Play shops (take turns to be the shop keeper and customer) 
 Count how much of each coin is in your purse  
                                               (then add it up to find the totals) 
 Let your child pay in a real shop, work out the coins they 

need and perhaps even estimate the change that will be 
given. 

 

Make up some of your own activities and let us know how you 
got on!  
You can record what you did in any way you 
like – bring in the sheet you recorded it on or,  
even photographs that shows what you did to 
show the class and get lots of praise and even a 
sticker! 
 Or you could even ... 

 
 
 
 
 

post it on our Y2 TEAMS channel called  
“Y2 Assemblies, Concerts and Show and Tell”  
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3ac34e50badc2d424ea3a705093886c827%
40thread.tacv2/Y2%2520Assemblies%252C%2520Concerts%2520and%2520Show%

2520and%2520Tell?groupId=cbbf9c86-8c02-4170-8f38-002372af8e7d&tenantId=dfaa5c39-
be16-4922-bd37-2d32b1abb78a 
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Welcome back, it’s now Term 3. 
 

Happy New Year to you all!. It’s time to get 
back into the swing of things again after the 
Christmas holiday.  We have now started our 
new topic called Florence Nightingale. You 
should get the new topic leaflet all about it 
later this week.  
 
One main change to let you know about is 
that we are changing our PE and  
spellings day from now on. As usual there 
will be PE on Thursdays with Mr Caswell. 
We will now have PE on Fridays (not Mondays 

anymore). Also, spellings will now be checked 
and new spellings given out on Fridays too. 
This is all mainly to do with when we can 
use the hall and how it fits into our week. 
So, Thursday and Friday are now the 
days to wear PE kit and also wrap up 
warm this term for outdoor learning on 
Thursdays as well. 

Looking forward to this term in Y2 … 
 

Trip to the Egg Theatre  
As you know we are off to ‘Five Children and It at 
The Egg Theatre On  Wednesday 12th January 
2022. If you have said you can help out and have filled in a form about 
being able too  help at school we’ll be in touch very soon to organise things.  

 
Florence Nightingale  

The children will soon have a visit from Florence 
Nightingale, via Zoom (she’s very up to date for a 
200 year old Victorian!) to learn all about her life, 
the Crimean War and Scutari Hospital.  
 

In Mathematics we will be finishing our learning 
about money and then moving onto multiplication 
and division—See the maths challenge on the next page. 

Reading in Class— 
Our focus for reading from this term is more about  
comprehension and children showing that they understand what 
they are reading. We will now start to concentrate more on 
comprehension type activities, with the children sharing the 
same book or text and then answering questions about it.  
The children will still be reading their books at school in small 
groups or as individuals. Please continue to support your child’s 
reading by listening to and sharing books with them at home 
and asking them questions about what they have read.  


